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I. Introduction

The objective of this effort was to develop an operating breadboard prototype of a two-

dimensional visible and near-infrared (0.4-2.5_tm) imaging spectrometer, to demonstrate

proof of concept for a new class of spectrometer design, for future NASA deep space

planetary missions.

The desired scientific objective of this new class of spectrometer is to acquire high-quality

hyperspectml maps of planetary objects during spacecraft encounters (orbital or fly-by).

Maps of this type will contain sufficient spectral information to define surface composition

at a high enough spatial resolution to aide in studying the nature and evolution of planetary

objects individually and as part of the solar system overall.

The key design requirement for such a spectrometer is to measure all spectral channels

simultaneously. This requirement is necessary to accommodate the temporally transient

instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of the ground footprint of an instrument mounted on a

moving spacecraft platform. Additional design requirements are: a sufficiently wide FOV

to allow wide areal coverage in mapping applications, sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) to allow detection and identificaticn of weak spectral features, and sufficient spec ral

resolution to allow discrimination of close and potentially overlapping spectral features

significant to the end mission. The final design requirements of small volume, low mass,

reliable and automated remote operation, as well as low costruction and operating costs, are

necessitated by the end application on a spacecraft.

1.1. Background: Imaging Spectrometry

Spectrometry has been used as an effective method of determining and mapping

compositional units on solar system objects for decades, ever since the development of

efficient optical detectors. It has been long recognized that the reflectance and/or emittance

spectra of the rocks, minerals, condensates, and gases composing or covering planetary

surfaces provide information about the chemical and physical makeup of those materials,
and that this information can be used to test theories about the nature and evolution of the

bodies themselves. Pictures of the surface providing only spatial information do not

provide direct information on the materials themselves. The spectral domain must be

investigated to get that information.

Imaging spectrometry is the direction in which the technique of spectrometric remote

sensing has developed in recent years. In this is approach, the spectral flux from an object

under study is measured at most or all spatial elements (pixels) in each acquired image. At

first, this was done using single detector instruments by measuring the flux in each spectral

channel sequentially for a single pixel and then scanning to the next pixel and repeating the

process until the entire field of view was mapped. Currently, linear array detectors are

used to measure many or all spectral channels simultaneously at each pixel, as the active

pixel is scanned over the surface of the object. The optimum instrument will measure all

spectral channels and many spatial channels simultaneously, and this is the approach under

development at SETS Technology and proposed in this project.
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NASA has flown imaging spectrometers on nearly every deep space mission since

Voyager: Galileo carries one now, and CRAF, Cassini and Mars Observer each have one

in their payloads. The French have flown one successfully to Mars (Phobos Mission) and

are preparing to fly an improved version to Mars again (Mars '94 mission). Most mission

candidates are being planned with imaging spectrometers in their strawman payloads:

Lunar Observer, Near Earth Asteroid Mission (NEAR), and others. NASA's Earth

Observation Program has developed and is flying airborne versions of these instruments in

preparation for developing a space version. The Department of Defense is also exploiting

the technology. Astronomers have used the technique on ground-based telescopes for

nearly a century, using photographic detectors. They now use electronic detectors and do

true two-dimensional imaging spectrometry in a few cases.

1.2. Project Objective

The objective of this effort was to develop an operating breadboard prototype of a true two-

dimensional imaging spectrometer for potential use on orbiting and fly-by spacecraft This

involved testing and utilizing such technologies as holographic gratings with partial

aberration-correction, two-dimensional detectors, figured linear step filters, miniaturization,

and automation.

The key requirement for the instrument design is that all spectral elements be measured

simultaneously; otherwise the spectral information becomes confused as the instantaneous

field of view moves with respect to the sensor entrance aperture during image acquisition.

This requirement excludes theframing camera approach, because the time required to

sequentially measure several dozen or several hundred frames (each at a different spectral

channel) is too great for the scene to be held stable from an orbiting spacecraft. The second

key requirement is that a line of spatial elements (pixels) be imaged simultaneously, so that

a wide swath can be mapped while the spacecraft flies by, i.e.while the spacecraft footprint

moves over the surface of the object below the orbit of the spacecraft. A push-broom

approach is thus indicated. The third key requirement is that the signal-to-noise ratio be

high enough (minimally > 100:1 and preferably > 300:1) to clearly identify important weak

spectral features and to separate overlapping features. Finally, the instrument must be

small, low mass, reliable, and inexpensive to build and operate.

The purpose of the effort was to have available a credible and low-risk design option for an

imaging spectrometer for future NASA deep space missions. At the inception of this

effort, imaging spectrometers for NASA deep space applications were not modem and the

instruments were very heavy and complex, and they did not deliver the area coverage rates

and signal-to-noise ratios desired. This effort proposed to build on technologies and

design approaches under development at SETS Technology, Inc. to correct for these

deficiencies.
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1.3. Approach

This project's design approach was to build on prior research done at SETS Technology,

Inc. utilizing, as much as possible, existing in-house designs, components and expertise

developed under previous instrument development projects. The goal was to provide a new

class of imaging spectrometer designs as options for future NASA deep space missions,
such as Lunar Observer and NEAR. Available resources from previous projects included

two-dimensional army detectors (Si-CCD and HgCdTe), a doubly blazed holographic

grating, and point detector test systems.

SETS has prepared designs, acquired key components, and built operating prototypes for

for imaging spectrometers in the visible (0.435 pan to 0.835 Ban) and shortwave infrared

(1.0-2.5 Bm) spectral ranges, using a novel design approach which greatly reduces the

number of optical elements and thus greatly reduces the size and mass of the instrument.

This was done while maintaining the optical throughput of the instrument by using two

dimensional army detectors. SETS felt that this design approach met the objectives stated

above and demonstrated, through tests of key optical elements, that these designs would

produce the desired performance.

Using this design approach, SETS developed a breadboard prototype optimized for the

upcoming NASA deep space missions which makes this approach credible for space

applications.

The engineering effort utilized:

• Existing engineering designs, developed under previous NASA and
other agency funding.

• The experience with the one operating 1.0 - 2.5 pm prototype built
so far.

• Results from SETS tests of key optical elements, developed by

optical manufacturers with SETS design help.

• Other existing parts and detectors.

Techniques of special concern and effort were:

• Holographic blazed gratings.

• Aberration-compensated/corrected optics.

• Figured linear step filters.

• Two-dimensional VIS and IR detectors.

• Miniaturization of the instrument.

• Design for automated adaptive operation.

These are techniques SETS has used extensively in past efforts to develop electro-optical

instrumentation, and imaging spectrometers in particular.
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2. Summary of Work Accomplished

2.1

During

Q

Year I (October 1992 through September 1993)

the first year, the following tasks were completed:

Reviewed project goals and objectives.

Reviewed overall design approaches.

Reviewed design specifications.

Reviewed design/performance of existing prototype VNIR instrument at telescope.

Performed detailed survey of available IR array detectors.

Selected NICMOS3 HgCdTe 256 x 256 army as baseline VNIR detector.

Completed science review of specifications.

Finalized system specificationL

Completed baseline design of electronics to control VIS/VNIR arrays.

Obtained detailed specifications and operational information from manufacturer on
selected VNIR detector.

• Developed preliminary optical design and layout of optics and dewar optical bench.

• Developed preliminary grating design with manufacturer.

• Surveyed available guider cameras and selected baseline camera.

• Developed agreement in principle to cooperate with German Space Group (DLR) in

applying electronics microminiaturization technology to this project, at no additional

cost to NASA.

During this period, the following tasks were started:

• Survey available VIS/VNIR detector arrays.

• Develop detailed design for manufacture of grating.

• Prepare detailed mechanical design and shop drawings for mechanical subsystem.

• Implement electronics design with DLR of Germany.

The system design parameters shown in Tables 1 and 2were defined to meet the following

design requirements:

• Simultaneous collection of spectral channel measurements.

• Broad spectral coverage with 0.5% to 1% spectral resolution.

• High signal-to-noise (S/N), preferably 300:1.

• Broad area coverage.

• Low mass, small size, low power, inexpensive.

• Versatility to acquire and handle data in several modes, using automated control.

• Mechanical stability.
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Table 1. System Design Parameters

Spectral Range

Range 1

Range 2

Spectral Resolution

Range 1

Range 2
Number of Spectral Channels

Signal to Noise Ratio
IFOV

Number of Spatial Channels

Platform

Cooling Scheme
Estimated Volume

Estimated Mass

0.35-2.50p.m
0.35-1.051am

0.95-2.501.tm

1%

5.5 ntrdpixel

12.1 nm/pixel

128 (Range 1)

128 (Range 2)
> 300:1

0.5 mrad

256 (across track, without

seanmng)

Spacecraft
Passive (LN2)

14,400cm 3(30 x 30 x 16 cm)

18 k_,

Table 2. Subsystem Specifications.

Foreoptics

Type

Apemire

Focal Length
Focal Ratio

Spectrometer
Slit Size

Dispersion Technique

Groove Frequency

Dispersion Efficiency

Input Focal Ratio

Output Focal Ratio

Detector

Material

Array Dimensions
Pixel Size

Quantum Efficiency

Operating Temperature
Read Noi_

Dark Current/Full Well

All Reflective Cassegrain

5 cm diameter
50 cm

f/10

50 I.tm wide x 12.8 mm long

Holographic Concave Grating, double blazed

Range 1 :

165 grooves/ram
12%-50%

f/10

f/3 (Range !). f/8 (Range 2)

Range !
Si CCD UV Enhanced

256 x 256

15 gm

>20% 0.35-1.05 p.m
290K

70 e-
l e-/_c @ 290K / 3x l05 e-

Range 2:

68 g.rooves/mm

Range 2

HgCdTe
256 x 256

40 gm
>50% 1-2.5p.m

77K

400e-
5 e-/sec @ 77K/2-4x107 e-
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2.2

During

2.2.1

Year 2 (October 1993 through September 1994)

the second year, effort concentrated on the following tasks:

Development of designs for preliminary holographic optical element.

Evaluation of performance of preliminary holographic optical element designs.

Preparation of additional optical and mechanical designs.

Problems encountered

Problems were identified with the dual-blazed, single holographic optical element design.

This design had been selected over a more classical design (i.e. one with separate gratings

for the VIS and VNIR arms) for the advantages of reduced mass and cost, fewer optical

elements and increased ruggedness. Unfortunately, with current technological constraints,

the single holographic optical element design failed to meet the optical perf:)rmance

specifications for spectral and spatial resolution at a focal ratio required t.o achieve the

desired system SNR. _gure 1 shows the proposed optical system layout for the single

holographic element design. Figure 2 shows the geometrical spot sizes achieved at the

spectrometer focal plane for an f/4 system of this design. Although the or_-axis spot size of

84_tm (spatial) x 181xm (spectral) is minimally acceptable, the edge-of-field spot size

increases to 350_tm x 1951xm, far too large for the 40gm x 40tam pixel size of the FPA

detector elements.

Another major problem with this design is the overlapping of orders from the two arms

(visible and shortwave infrared.) The dual-blazed concept is an attempt to maximize

spectrometer optical efficiency by using two coincident gratings ruled on one optical

surface. Such a design would use a single optical train to disperse and image two spectrally

distinct beams of light. In this case, we wish to image light in the VIS/NIR and SWIR

bands. But higher orders (e.g. the third order) of the visible light, diffracting from the

infrared grating, were found to be precisely coincident at the output focal plane with the

first order of the infrared range. This would be an advantage (increasing the efficiency of

the spectrometer) except that these higher-order images are highly aberrated, and the

additional light, while increasing the throughput of the system, also enlarges the spot size

and so degrades the spatial resolution of the system. Attempts to reduce the aberrations,

and/or move the higher-order images, were unsucessful. So, after much design effort, the

dual-blazed approach was abandoned.

2.2.2 Solutions proposed

In order to meet the desired optical performance specifications, the following alternate

optical designs were proposed.

2.2.2.1 Two-arm dual-grating design

A classic two-arm dual-grating design offers increased assurance of meeting the optical and

noise performance specifications demanded by the science requirements. This design

increases the number of optical elements (above the number required for the dual-blazed

design) complicating the mechanical and optical design, and thus increases mass, volume,
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and cost. However, this design also provides more parameters for adjustment during the

design process, helping to ensure the problem is not overconstrained.

The layout for this design is shown in Figure 3. The design features separate optical paths

beyond the input slit for the visible and near-infrared regions of the spectrum, with separate

holographic gratings as well as a separate detector array for each spectral region.

2.2.2.2 Dichroic beamsplitter design

A dichroic beamsplitter design avoids the problem of overlapping orders which plagued the

original dual-grating design, and still offers the advantage of a single holographic optical

element to collimate, disperse and focus the beams in both spectral regions. This design

adds the complexity of a dichroic filter and prism assembly, in effect creating a pair of slits,

one for the visible light and the other for the infrared light.

The layout of this design is shown in Figure 4.

2.2.2.3 Dual-grating "sandwich" design

A dual-grating "sandwich" design is an innovative but more risky design approach which

removes overlapping orders by layering a visible grating on the top surface of a silicon

wafer with an infrared grating on the back surface. In this design, the silicon wafer

substrate acts as a reflector and blocking filter for the visible light, allowing only the

infrared light to reach the back infrared grating. So the infrared grating never gets the

chance to scatter visible light onto the output focal plane.

The layout of this design is shown in Figure 5.

2.2.2.4 Transmissive optical element design

A transmissive optical element design improves the optical quality and greatly reduces spot

size by allowing near-on-axis focal plane imaging. In this design, a positive power piano-

convex or meniscus lens, with a superposed holographic grating surface, performs all the

necessary optical functions of collimating, focusing and dispersion. The near-on-axis

design improves the spot size for both the visible and infrared spectral regions.

The layout of this design is shown in Figure 6.

2.3

During

Year 3 (October 1994 through September 1995)

the third year, effort concentrated on the following tasks:

Evaluating alternative designs and selecting the one most appropriate.

lmplementating final design.

Testing and evaluating implemented design.

Recommending additional designs for other related applications.
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3. Recommendations and Conclusions

A key design goal of this project was to use a double blazed holographic grating to reduce

the number of components required to cover the entire 0.4 _m to 2.5 _m spectral range.

Several different double blazed grating configurations were tried during the optical design

phase of this project, but none ever produced the required aberration performance, due to

superposition of higher order spectra on top of the desired spectra. These higher order

spectra always turned out to have large aberration which would degrade the otherwise

excellent optical performance of the design. Since the higher order spectra were covering

the same wavelength interval as the prime order spectra, these parasitic spectral orders

could not be removed with wavelength selective filters in the instrument's focal planes.

This this problem was insurmountable using this design approach.

So in practice we chose to advocate a classical dual-arm design, using a dichroic

beamsplitter to separate the incoming beam into two broad bands, the visible (0.4 to 0.9

_tm) band and the shortwave infrared (0.8 to 2,5 _tm) band. This classical approach thus

consists of variations of two SETS imaging spectrometers (the AAHIS and DLR

spectrometers) integrated into a new instrument, sharing the same foreoptics, slit, and

chassis. In the fully developed version of this integrated instrument, both the visible and

infrared focal plane arrays would be controlled by one set of electronics hardware and

software, producing a compact, broadband hyperspectral imaging spectrometer suitable for

further development into a space qualified system.

Despite this negative conclusion, SETS recommends that the dual grating approach be

pursued, with the addition of a filter layer between the two grating surfaces which would

allow the infrared grating to be illuminated only by infrared light. This would eliminate the

superposition of higher order visible light spectra (produced by diffraction of visible light

from the infrared grating) onto the fundamental order visible spectra produced by the

visible light gratin. In practice, such a dual grating could be produced by etching a dual

holographic grating onto the two surfaces of a thin silicon wafer (or onto both surfaces of a

thin layer of silicon deposited onto a suitable substrate). In operation, the outer (front)
surface of this sandwich structure would scatter both visible and infared light into the

desired spectra, and the buried (back) surface would scatter only infrared light, since only

the infrared portion of the beam would be transmitted through the silicon layer to reach the

second grating. In effect, this design places the wavelength separating filter, not in the

input beam nor at the focal plane, but at the grating (i.e. in one of the system's pupil

planes). This would eliminate the highly aberrated parasitic orders and restore the optical

performance of this simple, yet broadband, single component optical system.

Appendix

The Appendix presents three concept designs for this imaging spectrometer, along with

analyses of their optical performance and a drawing of a representative holographic grating

to be used in these designs.
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CONCEPT I. DESCRIPTION

The first technique (Concept 1 ) employs a single concave hologral_hic

diffraction grating operating in an over/under low stray light geometry and

a custom dichroic beam splitting f_er to separate the first order IR spectra

from the second order VI$ spectra. The over/under or Eagle geometry

achieves excellent imaging over th_ wavebands of interest. American

Holographic has several commerci_ instruments designed using this concept

and the addition of some field flattening through aberration correction.

The use of a single grating p_ts some constraints on the spectral

dispersion that can be used, the tw'_ spectra are interrelated. The

preliminary grating design for this concept is designated 490. I0 I. The focal

plane positions are shown in Figures 2 and 3 for the IR and VIS detectors.

If the primary spectra is considere_ the IR detector and wavelengths then

the VIS detector should operate in the second order in order to come close to

the requested spectral dispersion. The IR detector wants 1000nm to

2500nm or effectively l 5{)0 nm spread over 7.44mm. or an average of 201.6

nmlmm. The VIS specification asks for 350-1050nm or 700nm spread over

the same 7.44mm for a reciprocal ,Enear dispersion of 94nmlmm. A single

grating cannot achieve both these requirements simultaneously. By using

the second order visible spectra, h_,ever, a reciprocal linear dispersion of

100.8 nmlmm is achieved in nearl7 the same focal positions as the IR

detector. This focal position is important because all aberration corrections

and imaging are related to m_. (m being the order). Thus ff the design

provides good imaging in the first _rder at 1500nm it will also have the

same imaging in the second order it 750rim. Because the dispersion is not

exactly what was requested the 350-1050 nm spectra is spread along only

6.94mm. If SETS would like to chmge the VIS spectrum to accomodate the

IR specifications, the only requirettent is that the reciprocal linear

dispersion (RLD) be half of the IR ,_ectra for the VIS spectra (e.g.

200nmlmm IR to 100nm/mm VIS).



EFFICIENCY

The use of a single grating to cover a large spectral range always leads

to a trade-off with respect to the wavelength or spectral region that has the
highest diffractive efficiency. In fact, the actual efficiency requirement is
usually a system specification due to the source irradiance and/or the
detector sensitivity. Not knowing the system requirements it is assumed
that the IR spectrum dominates and the nominal design is peaked at the

specified 170Ohm. Figure 4 shows the expected efficiency for a sinusoidal
groove profile peaked at 1700nm. This profile has a groove depth of 4900
Angstroms and yields the typical scalar first order efficiency of 33.8%. Whe),
this grating is used in the second order visible (Fi_'.,re 5 ), the efficiency is

much lower and actually noes through two zero efficiency points. (These
zero ellficiency values really don't occur in practice because the grating ....
efficiency is different across the actual blank and averages the effect for a
given wavelength.) Figures 6 and 7 show similar efficiency tables for a
slightly shallower groove depth. The VIS low efficiency region is now close)
to the peak in the solar spectrum with only slightly lower IR efficiency. The
shallower groove profile coupled with the enhanced performance from the
eventual ion milling of the grating should provide acceptable efficiencies
greater than 40% over most of the spectral range.

GRATING SIZE

The standard American Holographic blank size is shown in the
enclosed AH Drawing # A-900131 (Figure 8). The material is fine annealed
pyrex and we have several blanks currently in stock. The 80 mm clear

aperture and 152 mm entrance distance length yield approximately F 1.9 f,_.
system collection solid angle.

GRATING SPECIFICATION: 490.101

Groove Frequency
Diffraction Order

Radius of Curvature
Blank Diameter
Entrance Slit Distance

32.4 grimm
I for IR 1000nm-2500nm
2 for VIS 350nm-1050nm

152.4 mm
85.0 mm

152.2 mm
Focal Positions See Figures 2 & 3
Groove Depth 4000 Angstroms



FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2

GRATING FILE DESCRIPTION ................ B$ 490.101

WAVELEtlGTH (nm) DIFF ANGLE 9EIA

Ir,00.00 0.23

1050. (,0 0.32

II00.00 0.42

I150.00 "_. 51

1200.00 i"_.60

1250. O0 0.70

1300.00 c).79

1350.00 0. _9

1400.00 0.97

1450.00 I.07

1500.00 1. I_

I_'_'C_•('"'_ I _

1600.00 I .35

1650. O0 1 .44

1700.0", 1.5_2

175'?.00 I. 62

1800.t"0 I .72

IB50.O0 I .81

1900.00 I •9'>

1950.00 2.0"

2000.00 2. O?

,._ . _|- . .J.)._,._.(i(_ 2. In

2100.00 2.27

2150.00 2.37

2200.00 2.46

2250. (.'_ 2._. . ' ,. _%

2300.00 2.65

2. T

2.83

. 2.92

2500.00 3.02

(de?) FOCAL LEtIGTH

I_.79

152.80

152.81

152.84

152.85

152.86

152.86

152.87

152.E8

152.89

152.90

152.90

152.91

152.92

152.92

152.93

152.93

152.94

152.94

I_.95

152.95

152.95

152.96

152.96

152.96

152.96

157 oL• .,..

I_m.97

152.97

152.97

LB (ram)

LEHGTH OF SPECTRA 7._34909

LAMBDAI= 1000 LAMBI)A2= 2499.999

i GRATI_|G FILE DESCF'IF'TIOI_

2 GROOVE FREQUENCY Igr/mm>

3 DIFFRACTIOtl ORDER

4 RADIUS OF CURVATU_E(mm)

5 ENTRANCE SLIT [01SIANCE (mm)-

6 ANGLE OF INCIDEtlCE (deg)

B$

N

m

R

La

Alpha

490.101

32.4

I

152.4

152.2

1.625



_:CURE 3

GRATING FILE DESCF:IPTION

WAVELENGTH

350. O0

375. nO

400. (.)

425. O0

450. Oo

475 .(._0

50". 0')

525. nO

550. O0

575. O0

6VO.O0

625. O0

65 n .O0

675. ')0

700.00

7_5 r,O_" m...

-_"5. (,0

,,'i

(nm) DIFF

850. O0

875.00

90(3.00

925. O0

950.00

975. ':',)

1000.00

1025. O0

1050.00

LEIlGTH OF SPECTRA

LAMBDA I= 350

B_ 490.101

ANGLE EETA (de?_ FOCAL LENGTH

-0.33 152.71

-0.23 152.73

-0.14 152.74

-0. (1!5 I._., 6

0.05 152.77

0.I _ ' 152.78

O. 23 152.79

').32 152.80

':'.42 152.81

0.51 152.83

0.6') 152.84

O. 70 152.85

,).79 152.86

0 ._8 152.86

0.97 152.87

1.07 152.88

I. 16 152.89

I.."=, 152.90

I o_, 152.90

1.44 152.91

1.53 152.92

I .62 !52.92

1.72 152.93

I .81 152.93

I.90 152.94

".., r,,',.. I.=,9._.94

2 •09 152.95

2.18 152.95

_.".27 152.95

6.937709

LAMB[,A2= 1050

LB(mm)

GRATING FILE I-,ESCF:IF'TIOII B$ 490.101

GROOVE FREQUEMCY (-_,-/mm_ ......... N 32.4

DIFFRACIION ORDER ............ m 2

RADIUS OF CUR','hTUF:F.(mm) R 152.4

ENTRANCE SLIT [,ISTA_tCE (am) La 152.2

ANGLE OF INCIDEI,ICE _d___ .......... Alpha I .625



FIGURE4 .........
GRATINGDESCRIPTION---

, .WAVELENGTH(nm)
1000.00
10Sn.O0
I100,or,
1150.qO
1200.00
1250.O0
1300.00
1350.O0
1400.00
1450.O0
1500.0n
1550.O0
1600.O0
1650.00
1700.O0
17_').O0
1800.00
1BSO.O0

1900. O0

- I_50.00

2000.00

2050. O0

:: ."_.00

:'f.'. 00

Z200.00

2250.00

2300.00

2350.00

2400.00

2450 .,)0

2500.00

-i?¢ .!')I

CALA,: '--_;ici_,2ncv

o .56

13. -_

16.82

?,',Io

23.06

_' .61

_, .75

3r_._

32.01

32.81

33.36

33.69

33 .__4

33 ._4

33.70

33.45

33.11

3._.70

32.23

31.71

3I .16

30.5B

29 .gB

29.36

2B .74

28.11

27. ,18

26.85

26.23

"= .,L,?_ w ---

(%)

GRATING DESCF'IF'TIn_I............... B$

START WAVELEHGTH rnm) ii

END WAVELENGTH _r_m) L2

WAVELENGTH STEP ([,._lt._.lambda)- -- L3

ORDER ....... m

GROOVE DEPTH, A!_qSTRn_MS......... h

i_,).101

I')00

2500

50

I

4900



FICURE5
GRATIHR [,ESCRIPTIOM--- 49(,. i01

I,fAVELENGTH(nm) SCALARE.CficiencY
35(_. 0 C? :'_. 97

375. Or' 0 •32

400.00 3.5 _

425.(_0 7.50

45 n .00 9.67

475 .".) 0.38

50n.0') 7.32

="_.._2_.(.', ' 4 .5B

550.00 2 1"

575. (,_. 0 •=".:Z

6r,r,.0') 0. VO

625 .')']) 0.52

650.. (P) I .9r'

675. U(, 3.91

700.00 6.28

725. O0 8.82

750. o0 II. 35

775.00 13.75

800.00 15.94

_2_. nO 17.85

50. (," 19.48

' "_" • ¢'""_ "¢_, 82

900.0C, 21.87

925.00 22.65

950.00 23.20

975. (,) 23.52

lq)OO.VO 23.66

1025.(,0 23.63

(',)

I GRATING DESCRIPTIOII .............. B$

2 START WAVELENGTH (nm) tl

3 EHD WAVELENGTH (nm, L2

4 WAVELEHGTH STEP(Del ta -Immbda)- -- L3

5 ORDER m

GROOVE DEPTH, AMGS Tg'.OMS......... h

490.101

350

1049

25

2

4900

.



FIGURE 6

GRAT Ifig

blAVELENGTR (nm)

1000.00

I n5'.".00
I 1("" .'i")

I15n .00

120(,.0'"

L25c'. 'i")

13!',0. l',,'_

1350,00

14c)0. Or,

1450.00

15'1'0. O0
15 :r' ."0

1600.00

! 650.00

1700.00

1750.00

1800.00

IBY'). '.")

190'). O0
1950.00

20"v0.00

2050.00

21 nO.O0

2150. ('0

22(").00

2250. On

2300. (."i)

2350.('0

2400. O0

DESCRIPTION--- 490. !01

SCALAR EFficiency
24.38

27.20

29.44

31.14

32.35

33.18

33.66

33.85

33.81

33 =m

33.20

32.71
32.13

31 .,18

3n. 78

30.05

29.30

28.53

27.76

26.99

26.23

25.48

24.75

2'I.03

23.32

22.64

21.97

21.33

20.71

20. tO

19 _

(Y.)

2

3

4

5

6

GRATING DESCRIF'TIOII ............... B$

START WAVELENGTI! (rim)........... LI

END WAVELEFIGTH (nm) L2

VIAVELENGTI4 STEP(['el ta lambda)- -- L3

ORDER' m

GROOVE DEPTH, ANGSI ROMS- h

490. I01

10')'"

25n0

50

I

4000



FIGURE7
GRATINGDESCP,IPTI OH---
WAVELENGTH(nm)

350.00
375.<_t)

400.00

425.00

450.00

475.0<'

500.00

=2 =,.0('_.Q • .. o

550.00

575.00

600.00

625.00

650.00

,.75. nO

700. O0

725.0')

750.00

775.00

800.00

825. (.)

850. O0

875. VO

900.00

925. UO

950.00
Q c" - "7.,.t)()

1000.0!?

1025.00

49:".!0 !

SCALAR E;ficiency

7.98

9.83

8.29

= A 6.I • ..

,-, r)_

O. 27

O. 14

1.45

3.79

6.72

9.84

12.87

15.63

17.99

19.91

:1.40

22.48

23.19

23.56

23.67

23.54

23.23
•_ "5_._.77

-,*,2<)4..

21.54

20.82

20. ('6

19.28

(',)

GRATING DESCRIPTIO!! .....

START WAVELENGTH (rim)

END WAVELENGTH (nm?

WAVELENGTH STEF' (De I ta

ORDER

.......... B_

L1

L2

4ambda)- -- L3

m

GROOVE DEF'TH, ANGSTROMS--

49('. I01

350

1049

25

2

40('0

l



' CONCEPT 2

g

In an attempt to separate the IR and VIS detectors and eliminate the

need for the dichroic beamsplitter American Holographic has investigated

the possibility of using diffracted orders on opposite sides of the zero order

in Concept 2, Keeping the system symmetrical (convenient but not required
for the design) the angle of incidence in this design (490.99) was selected to

be zero. The IR spectrum focal positions are shown in Figure 9. The detector

position is between 1.85 and 4.63 degrees from the entrance slit at a

distance of about 152.5 mm from the grating. The detector is nearly

perpendicular to the grating normal.

Figure I0 shows the minus one visible spectrum. Again the

dispersion is too small to fill the detector and the better dispersion is found

:a the minus two order (Figure 11 ). The same discussion as to the relative

dispersion applies to this design as that of Concept I. Thus, the second

order spectra goes 350nm-1100nm over 7.42 mm. Notice also that this

spectra is closer to the grating .and inclined toward grating center. It will

also exhibit more curvature because it is the opposite order that was

designed with the flatter field.

OVERLAPPING SPECTRA

The largest problem with the Concept 2 design is that each detector

must be made blind to the other detector's spectra. Because of the selection

of the two dispersions VIS and IR are symmetrical with respect to the
opposite diffracted angles, the plus two visible spectra will overlap the

desired plus one IR spectra (note: this wilL always happen and is the basis

for Concept I). Also the minus one IR spectra will overlap the desired minus

two VIS spectra. These may or may not be major constraints but will.

depend upon the sensitivity of each of the chosen detectors and the use of

order sorting or color glass filters to correct any overlapping regions.



EFFICIENCY

The only impact upon efficienc," of the Concept 2 from the discussions"

in Concept I is that it is probably unLkely that the grating can be blazed for

both sides of the normal. Thus one srectra can be made over 40% but the.

other spectra will probably decrease _s the other one increases. The scalar

sinsoidal efficiency will still l_e applicable for either side of the normal as the

plus and minus orders have equal efEciencies in the non-blazed case.

GRATING SPECIFICATION: 490.99

Groove Frequency

Diffraction Order

Radius of Curvature

Blank Diameter

Entrance Slit Distance

Focal Positions

"3roove Depth

32.3 grlmm

1 fo:. IR 1000nm-2._00nm

- 2 for VlS 350nm- 1100nm

1524 mm

850 mm

152.7 mm

gee Figures 9 & 11

400_ Angstroms



WAVELE)IG TH

1000.00

1C)50.')0

11(".')0

115().0()
"h'N r) . .I_,....(')(')

125' Z). 00

1300. ()C)
I '3_.() • ()0

140C). 0(?

1,150.OV

15riO. (.)

1550.'-")

16(") .'1"1,

1050 .')')

17(')0.9'.'

1750.0,)

180(1).OC,

185'9.C)O

19C'0.00

195().')C'

20(,). !)C'

205']. 00

2100. C)r)

2150.00
=..) ,..,)..-'-"0(.).O0

2250. (.)0

23C,n. (.)(,
2S5").(";'

" '"" ,0<)

1"I LE DESCR IF'T1011

(nm) [,ICF

LEIIGTH 0!: SPECTRA

LAMD[,A I= 1000

B$

Ar,IGLE BETA
1 .B5

I .94
"_ ¢'I/)
•_ • . ,

_.13

_ .31

,: .41

2.5'3

2 ._,8

78

2.87

"_,_.96

3 .')6

3.15
,=_3..4

3.313

3.43

3.52

3.61

3.70

3.8"1

3 .B_

3 ._8

4.07

4.17

4.26

4.35

4.45

4.5,1

4.63

(deg)

7.426886

LAME'['A2=

490.99

FOCAL LE)IGTH

IS_ .5B..w.

152.60

152.62

152.64

152.66

152.67

152.69

152.71

152.73

152.74

152.76

I_" .78

152.79

152.81

152.82

152.84

152.85

152.86

I=_.B8

152.89

152.9()

152.91

152.93

152.94

152.95

152.96

152.97

152.9B

152.99

153.00

153. n I

2499.999

L.B(ram)

I

4

5

b

GRATIIIG FILE [,ESEPIF'TIO)I

GROOVE FREQUEHCY _g, ,mm)

DIFFRACTIOM OPDER

RADIUS OF CURVATURE(ram>

E)ITRANCE SLIT [,ISTArICE (mm)

ANGLE OF INCIDEIICE 'deg)

B$

i l

m

R

La

Al pha

490.99

32.3

I.

152. I

152.7

0



FIGURE l_

GRATIIIG FILE DESCRIPTI_I E$ 490, _"'::,

I,!_)ELEIIGTH

350.00

375.00

400.00

425.00

450.00

475.00

590.00

525.0O

550.00

-,,_.OO

_00.00

=.25.O0

650. 170

_75.00

700.00

,_=:'_..00

750 .O0

775,00

800,00

E:25.00

850.00

875.00

900.00

_25.00

?

•.'.0

,4 ".:.=,.00

1050.00

1075.00

(nm ) DIFF klIGLE BETA 'dec _
-fl _"_

. °_ ..

-0..'.._:"

-0.7,1

-0.7"

m 0 ¢" "• ,""

--0 C'O

-0 .?__

-0.97

-! .,-:_

- I.n6

-I .!I

-I . ! .._

- 1 .20

-I .25

-I .2n

-I . :"!
_| -,,-

-I .4_

-I .4_'
c.,-I..,._.

-I =,7

-I ._.2

--_ dC",,,.,,

-I 71

-1 ,,

-I E'O

-I ?.5

-I ?0

-I ?l

FOCAL

151

151

LEI IGTH LE:(mm)

.90

.88

151 _'_• ,,d_

151 ._5

151 .E:4

151 .B2

151.80

151.77

151.77

151.76

151.74

151.72

151.71

151 .69

151 .67

151 .6.._

151 .64

151 .62

151.61

151 =,"

151.57

151 _"• _,._.

151.54

151.52

151.50

151.47

151.47

151.45

151.4".'.

151 .41

LEIIGTH OF SFECTIRA

L_.ttIE:[,(_l= :350 1075

I
..)

4

GRATIIIG FILE r'E-CFIPTIOII

GROL?.!E FREOUEtlC;" 'or..'mm)

DIFFPACTI _; 0R[,EF

F'.ADI US OF CUF'?,ATIJr. E(n',n', )

EI/TRAMCE SLIT ['I '-:T_#ICE (turn,

AHGLE OF IIICIDE!ICE ,de9._

Bt 490.99

.(I 32.3

m - I

P 152.4

L_ 152.7

Alph_ c,



FICURE II

GRATIIIG FILE

I,.k¥,JELEIIGTH (nm>

:,.'0.00

- .... O0
400.00

425. O0

450.00

,175.O0

500. O0

525. O0

550. O0

575.00

600 .O0

625. O0

/.50.00

675.00

700 .O0

725.00

750.13)i,

775.00

:_, O0

.-)

875.00

.?or,.O0

925. '.nO

950. O0

,c75. O0

I000.00

102:.. r,n

105,', .00

1,-'75. n 0

I 100. no

C'ESCRIPTIOII

DIFF

LEII'STH OF SF'ECTI_:A

":)P-E'AI= 350

B_

AIIGLE E'ETA

- I 39

-I 4£

.i

-1 ,L-"

,...,

-i 8_
-I ?I

-2.04

-2.13

-2.22

-2,?!

-2.4'

-2._9

-2 c:

_.=. ,, .=,

-"_ ,c,7

-_ z,z,

-3.06

-3.15

--_ 24.-,m

--"_ • "2.,.,_'.,

- _ 4 ;'.'o

-3..=,_

-_" *L.I

-:' 7'.')

- ":. 79
_ _ C,,-.,

_,...

-?. ? ,-.-.

-4. (, -_

'd_q)
.. °.,

490.99

FOCAL LENGTH

151 .67

151 .64

151 .61

151 .57

151.54

151 .50

151.47
151.4?

151.40

151.26

151. :32

151 .""aT

151 a-a ,,-) c:-

151.21

151.1"

151.13

15I .09

151 .05

151.01

150.97

150.93

150.89

150.8 =,

150.81

150 7"j . ,,

150.72

150.68

150.6,4

150,59

150.55

150 .50

", 12121:_::

L_:))1P[,A2= 1099.9'._9

LB<mm)

GRATIIIG FILE DESCT:TFTICql ............... B_ ,l'?l).'_9

GRO_JE FF'EOUEIlC_" . _r,'mm, fl :'12.
DIFFRACTIr,_I O_'DEF:- m --_

RADIUS OF CUF:UATUF.E(mm) ........ P '_.2.4

EHTRAMCE SLIT [)I :..,,,,_:"T"',r._ ,ram) L._. '....:"-.7

ANGLE OF IMCIDEI!CE (de9;, ........... Al_,h._. n



CONCEPT 3

In order to maximize the design capability of th? holographic

diffraction grating it would helpful if the two optical spectra could be created

by two individual gratings. With the SETS desire to keep only one entrance

slit for each spectra there is a little known, but employed in certain

commercial instruments, technique of placing two different holographic

exposures upon one grating substrate. The gratings are similar in concept to
tri-partite gratings in that the grooves are not meant to be in phase. The

common technique of sharing the grating aperture with either top half or

bottom half being different gratings can be supplemented with either a

random mask arrangement or even two complete exposures over the entire

substrate. There are moire and sum/difference spectra if the groove

frequencies are too close to each other. The advantage to the SETS

instrument is that both gratings could be designed to operate in the first

'rder and each could be optimized for the highest efficiency in its spectral

range.

This Concept allows the designer a great deal of freedom in the

selection of the individual grating design. There is one system suggestion

that American Holographic would like to suggest to the SETS design group. If

the VIS CCD can be made larger (or selected larger), then the spectra can be

spread over a greater angle and there can be a situation with no overlap

with the IR detector region. In effect, the first order IR spectra is completely

contained within the zero order to 350am UV spectral region. By slightly

inclining the IR grating grooves with respect to the VIS grating grooves the

IR higher order spectra can be separated from the first order VIS detector.

Such a grating combination is described in Figure 12 and Figure 13 designs

490.102A and 490.102B respectively.

The 490.I02A design operates in the minus one order (note: the
American Holographic convention is that the angle of incidence is always

positive and negative angles are always on the opposite side of the grating

normal from the entrance slit), The 7.43 mm spectra is spread over

diffraction angles from -753 to - 10.29 degrees. The 490. I02B grating

design spreads the 350 to 1050 nm spectra from - 10.97 to -21.86 degrees or

over 31.48 ram. Thus, the spectra do not physically overlap and the

detectors do not have to he butted together. The penalty, of course, is the



need for a larger CCD detector. A :_D of a about the right size is available

from EG&G Reticon ( RA 1200J Se-. Appendix A).

Additional designs could be_enerated for smaller CCD sizes, but the IR

spectra would have to be used in :_e plus one order (on the other side of the
normal} and the CCD would have l: be insensitive to the minus order IR"

spectrum.

EFFICIENCY

The efficiency for each exp',.sure can be optimized for the spectral

region of use. In a share,.( apertu_ approach the area assigned to each

grating can also be used to adjust _stem throughput. If the grating diffracts

only to one side of the normal tbel ion beam milling will enhance both

spectra to that side of the normal Figures 14 and 15 show the expected

sinusoidal groove efficiency for bt_h IR and VIS optimized first order
designs.

GRATING SPECIFICATION: 490.112A&B

Groove Frequency

Diffraction Order

Radius of Curvature

Blank Diameter

Entrance Slit Distance

Angle of Incidence

Focal Positions

Groove Depth

4t0.102A 490.I02B

3 !.7 260 grimm
-I -I

52.4mm 152.4 mm

85.0mm 85.0mm

'.52.2 mm 152.2 mm

5.7 deg 5.7 deg

Figure 12 Figure 13

4500 Ang 1400 Ang



FICURE 12

GRAI Itl,_'3 FILE L,ESr;RIF'TIOII ....................... B','- 490. I')2A

W,V.;ELEr IO rl-I ' nm._ ['I FF ,_t tGl.!. ;E I A ' __lem' FOC_'_L LEt I,:_i ! !

I')O'.'. ly', - 7. _ 2 t 52. L'!

1"_'_. 9'-_ -7 _": I .,--"....
I In(", ,'_<', -7 .'." _-'

llSr,.,)r,.. -7 ..,°" 152.1,1

..... "' 152 181?ru',.0c_ -7. • .
'"i g,,- ".1--.t'. ')<_ t.,_. ;;.:

l'-30'O'r'(' -P! ")' 152 ""

1359.0r) -?. I" 152.30

1400.On -8.2_ 152.34

1450.00 -8.7'._ t52 •38

15C..'.90 -8. ,I7. 152 •42

155';'.90 -? ._ _ 152. _6

1600. <'0 -@. 63 152 •5"

1650.0') -8.72 152 •54

17hr....__r_.. -8. E'I 152. =o_.

, .,.. _,,'I -8. ?C' 152 •61

180'".. 0,',.. -'9.. '"".. I .'5,"..-' • 65

1850.00 -9,'.'_- 152.69

I°r'<"-- •'"f"-- -_.•1__ 152.72

195').3<' -9.2 ." 152.76

201"'"... ,v,.. .-o .76 1=,_'_.,:..8r'.

205 'Z'. 0') -0. 'l_ I=,2.83

-- -9 == 152.87. . ... • .? Q

"I_n...<,_ _m..6_ I=,-,_.r,._,.

'" -o _ 152.94
. . , • ,

- .J9 -9.83 152.97

-3("J.(..'_ -9.92 153. '1'I

2350.t,0 - I'?.(' t 153.n4

24n0 .,;,0 - I';'. Jv 153 • 08

2450.')') -In. I'? 153. II

.es,:,,:,.oo - I (). :..".-" i 53.14

LE!IGIII r?I-SPECTRA

LAMBDA i= IOn,_
7, i2019 .I

t.At!r,L, n2= 24_9.9o. 9

L_E'(mm )

GRATIrlr- FILE [_'ESCr.:IF'TIOII........

GROOVE FREOUE!!C{ 'gr/mm)

DIFFRACTIOrl OP[,EP

RADIUS OF CUF:'.'ATUrTEtmm)

ENTRANCE SLIT DI"_-T_I_rE (mm _

ANGLE OP" IHCIDEHtE (deg"

H

m

L÷.

A1 oh_=.

,l-m',.102A

31.7

-I

!52.4

!52.2

5.7



GF,,:If!,-- FILE ['ESCR!PTIOII E't d¢'O.!0 2c-

" ':I_''ELEIIGTH 'nm,

?50. ".'0
":''_ rlrl
o...o o

400. O0

4:.,.00

450 .on

475.00

500.00

..2. ¢.10

550.00

575.00

600.00

,£-'.,O0

_-.50.00

__.75.O0

700.00

7._ ... ,:tO

750.00

775. O0

"-00.00

3.00

-30,00

,S75.00

_'00.00

"_,. O0'PZ_

950. O0

:'7..00

1000.00

1025.00

1050.00

[,!FF

LEIIGTH OF 'SF'ECTPA

LAIIBOAI= :350

_II'3LE EET:",

- ! 0. ': 7
-t I . ::5

-_ !., 2

-" 11&..

- _.. q:

0 L-- ?o_.-

_ -_.._

- 4.0 .'-
-14.41

-=, 1o. l '.'

-15 =,'

- 15. " 5

- I_,o_.i

-IL.,.7:-

-I" 12

-17.5!

-17. ?r:

-l_.2P

_i_: ,.-_.,_,

-I9.0'."

-I': 4-

-20 -'_

o ,. _

-Z! 0._

-21 a_L•

-21 " £

(de:) FOCAL L_IGTH

15_.09

15.£.41

156.74

157.0_

157.39

157.70

159.02

15_ SS

158 .£4

15e ?5

157,25

157 55

15S 35

160 15

160 a4

1_.0.73

161.02

161. SI

I_1.5_
161 . 87

162,15

162.4S

162.70

162.97

163,25

I_?.51

163.7_

I_.,I.05

1_4.21

1050

L_ (mm )

4

GPATIIIG FILE [.ESCr-!PTIOII

GPO,Z_E FPEOUEIlC'x ' ._r.mm)

['IFFF'ACTI Oil or-'.EEF:.....

RADIUS OF CUFfJATUPE(mm?

ElITPA[ICE _L IT ['I:-:],'_rISE 'n',m)

_IIGLE OF ItICI['EIICE 'de._i,

Bl

II

F'

L._.

AI oh ._

,1':'(' . I02 E:

2__0
-1

152. J

152.2

5.7



FIGURE 14

GRAT II]G DESCRIF'T 101|--- _o(,. l';.S

WA:/ELEHGTH (rim) SCALA_ Ef _ ic i eric'.'
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FIGURE 15

Gr:_,[Irig DESCr.:!F'TIO/I---
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